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KEY POINTS: 

 Global markets little changed 

 European elections of little consequence to markets 

 Trump offers more China trade noise 

 Canadian markets face substantial risk this week… 

 …as the BoC and GDP could reinforce the rebound narrative… 

 …against curve inversion… 

 …while CUSMA ratification could take a step forward… 

 …and Trans Mountain progress just got a boost 

 US markets shut for Memorial Day 
 

INTERNATIONAL 

The market week is off to a light start with the US shut for Memorial Day and 

amidst empty calendars in overnight Asian and European markets. Canada 

will be quiet today ahead of several key developments later (see below). 

European parliamentary elections generally held at bay a feared insurgence of 

populist parties that gained somewhat stronger footings. US President Trump  

just offered more trade noise by saying he’s not ready for a deal with China (I 

suspect China isn’t either…) but he’s optimistic that a deal will be done at some 

point. 

 US and Canadian equity futures are little changed on balance. European 

stocks are up by between ¼% (CAC 40) and nearly ¾% (London, Madrid, 

Milan).  

 Sovereign bond yields are flat in Canada and rallying by 1–2bps in 10s 

across Europe except a 2bps rise in Italy.  

 Oil prices range from flat (WTI) to up 50 cents (Brent) with eyes on any 

reaction in Western Canada Select following the past week’s sell-off and in 

the wake of Friday’s BC court ruling on Trans Mountain (see below). 

 The USD is very slightly appreciating on a DXY basis and primarily against 

currencies like the yen, pound sterling, Swiss franc, rand and some 

Scandies. CAD is little changed and so is the Mexican peso. 

CANADA 

The Canadian market week starts off with an empty calendar but fireworks 

may begin to erupt starting on Wednesday. That’s when the Bank of Canada 

statement will be delivered and followed by BoC SDG Wilkins’ speech that will 

deliver an economic progress report the next day. Friday’s GDP readings for the 

month of March and Q1 could put the exclamation point on how the economy is 

ON DECK FOR MONDAY, MAY 27 

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest

No material releases in either the US or Canada today
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Canada’s Economy Was
On Fire In March
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rebounding. We may also see legislation introduced to ratify NAFTA 2.0/CUSMA in the Canadian parliament as soon as this week. 

Timing BC’s Trans Mountain appeal may also be informed.  

Clearly no policy rate change is expected this week, but the overall tone of the communications should be incrementally 

more positive. This may be through more aggressive pushback against continued market pricing for part of a rate cut 

closer to year-end, but Poloz’s remark that there is no rush to “get back in the saddle” with hikes is likely to remain in some form. 

The net effect could be to reassert more balanced policy optionality over the duration of the year by attempting to convince 

markets to erase curve inversion and rate cut bets. That positive tone was attempted but delivered in pretty unconvincing fashion 

during the April 24th press conference and in the forecasts (recap here), but the conviction seemed to rise in subsequent 

communications including testimony by Governor Poloz and SDG Wilkins before parliamentary committees on April 30th and May 

1st and then in a speech on May 6th and press interviews thereafter particularly on May 17th when Poloz remarked that “The natural 

tendency is for interest rates to still go up a bit.” 

Part of the reason for this is that conviction toward the whole rebound narrative strengthened as data rolled in (see below). The 

BoC may also be more encouraged by the elimination of steel and aluminum tariffs and prospects to begin advancing NAFTA/

CUSMA ratification in parliament this week albeit still awaiting progress in the US Congress. These steps on trade should lead to 

lessened negative forecast judgement applied to the BoC’s GDP forecasts and particularly the trade and investment 

components when they take another swing at forecasts on July 10th. US-China trade tensions will continue to merit some negative 

judgement, but at least so far, that is having a modest effect upon the connection to Canada’s commodities complex. What could 

matter more in that regard is fßurther progress toward resurrecting construction of the Trans Mountain pipeline following Friday’s 

BC Court of Appeal decision against the BC government, pending a possible appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

As for the rebound narrative, Friday’s GDP readings should post considerable growth for March and muted growth for the overall 

first quarter. There is a strong chance that GDP will rise at a quicker pace than the BoC had forecast in its April MPR 

when it projected 0.3% q/q annualized growth in Q1. With all pertinent activity readings available, March GDP growth is tracking at 

0.4–0.5% m/m based on my simple regression model against higher frequency readings. If this happens, then monthly growth 

would be the quickest since at least last May and possibly since the prior November. That could carry Q1 GDP growth to be one-

handled but it doesn’t matter a whole lot. One reason Q1 GDP growth doesn’t matter a whole lot is that the BoC has long expected 

it to be a pretty uninspiring reading due to transitory and idiosyncratic factors that it expected to reverse and that are indeed 

reversing.  

Indeed, the month of March witnessed strength across the board (see first chart). Hours worked were up by 1% m/m and 

since GDP can be expressed as an identity that multiplies hours worked by labour productivity, a strong gain in GDP is likely. As 

for what people did with those extra hours worked from a productivity standpoint, the gains in output were impressive. Housing 

starts were up by 15% m/m including a 12% advance in single family homes that carry more immediate and higher value-added 

effects on the economy than multis. Existing home sales volumes were up by 0.9% in March before a large 3.6% gain in April; this 

should carry benefits to ancillary services including banking, lawyers, real estate agents etc. Manufacturing shipment volumes 

were up by 1.6%. Wholesale trade volumes were up by 1%. Retail sales volumes were up by 0.3%. Strength in other parts of the 

economy that are not fully captured by higher frequency readings was also exhibited in trade figures for the month. Export volumes 

were up by 2.6% m/m and import volumes were up by 1.3% m/m which reflects a nice combination of export strengths and enough 

domestic strength to pull in higher imports including consumer goods and capital goods. 

What March GDP means by way of hand-off effects to Q2 is that before we get a material amount of Q2 data, there is 

already about 1¾% GDP growth baked into Q2 assuming only modest monthly growth. Housing starts for April were up 

by 22.7% m/m including another 6% m/m gain in singles. Employment was up by a whopping 106,500 in April and that lifted hours 

worked higher by another 0.4% m/m. All three major job growth indicators have been saying the same thing about the strength of 

the jobs rebound since mid-2016 (see second chart). Existing home sales were up by 3.6% m/m in April as previously noted. Next 

week’s trade and job market figures will further inform April GDP tracking. 
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Source: Bloomberg. All quotes reflect Bloomberg data as at the time of publishing.  While this source is believed to be reliable, Scotiabank cannot guarantee its accuracy. Source: Bloomberg. All quotes reflect Bloomberg data as at the time of publishing.  While this source is believed to be reliable, Scotiabank cannot guarantee its accuracy. 

Fixed Income

Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk

U.S. 2.16 2.17 2.22 2.12 2.12 2.21 2.32 2.32 2.42 2.75 2.75 2.84 Canada - BoC 1.75

CANADA 1.56 1.56 1.60 1.50 1.50 1.58 1.61 1.61 1.69 1.86 1.86 1.91

GERMANY -0.64 -0.63 -0.64 -0.53 -0.52 -0.51 -0.13 -0.12 -0.09 0.52 0.54 0.56 US - Fed 2.50

JAPAN -0.16 -0.15 -0.15 -0.17 -0.17 -0.16 -0.07 -0.07 -0.04 0.51 0.51 0.55

U.K. 0.64 0.65 0.70 0.71 0.71 0.79 0.96 0.95 1.03 1.52 1.52 1.59 England - BoE 0.75

CANADA -60 -61 -62 -62 -62 -63 -71 -71 -73 -89 -89 -92 Euro zone - ECB 0.00

GERMANY -280 -280 -286 -265 -264 -271 -245 -244 -250 -223 -222 -227

JAPAN -232 -232 -238 -229 -229 -236 -239 -239 -246 -224 -225 -229 Japan - BoJ -0.10

U.K. -152 -152 -153 -141 -141 -141 -136 -137 -138 -123 -123 -125

Equities Mexico - Banxico 8.25

1 Day 1-mo

S&P/TSX 0.4 -2.3 Australia - RBA 1.50

Dow 30 0.4 -3.6

S&P 500 0.1 -3.9 New Zealand - RBNZ 1.50

Nasdaq 0.1 -6.1

DAX 0.5 -2.0

FTSE 0.6 -2.0

Nikkei 0.3 -4.8 Canada - BoC May 29, 2019

Hang Seng -0.2 -7.8

CAC 0.3 -4.3 US - Fed Jun 19, 2019

Commodities

WTI Crude -0.1 -7.5 England - BoE Jun 20, 2019

Natural Gas -0.7 0.5

Gold 0.0 -0.1 Euro zone - ECB Jun 06, 2019

Silver 0.5 -1.7

CRB Index 1.0 -3.3 Japan - BoJ Jun 20, 2019

Currencies

USDCAD 0.1 -0.1 Mexico - Banxico Jun 27, 2019

EURUSD -0.1 0.1

USDJPY 0.2 -1.9 Australia - RBA Jun 04, 2019

AUDUSD -0.0 -1.9

GBPUSD -0.2 -1.9 New Zealand - RBNZ Jun 25, 2019

USDCHF 0.3 -1.4

Current Rate

Central Banks
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